
Installation Instructions
FRI-0332

Installation of ram air system

PARTS  LIST

air introduction plate
tapping screwx2

bolt Ax3

bolt Bx1filter

chamber casefilter case

V clamp

Remove front bumper for ease of induction 
plate installation. 
Note – Bumper removal not required but 
recommended, as the grille is difficult to 
remove and should be done with care to 
prevent breakage. Please note and mark 
bumper screw and bracket position and 
count, as they vary by vehicle. 
Please see below picture for reference.

Attach the U-bracket to the back of the 
support bar and adjust accordingly.

The induction plate is installed in the pipe 
area of the radiator using the attached 
bracket. see parts list and pictures for details. 

Re-install front bumper. Install the induction plate using bolt B.
 (see part list).

Install MAF (mass air flow) sensor on 
your new GruppeM chamber case using 
supplied self tapping screws.
 (see parts list). 

For this part of the installation please 
refer the attached supplementary 
explanation shift the M-Sport versions. 

This is how it should look from the top. The filter is fixed to be this point with 
the clip nut, brace T0303 using the bolt A.
Please refer the attached supplementary 
explanation shift the M-Sport versions.

Connect the MAF (mass air) sensor. 
Installation is now complete. 
We hope you enjoy the power and 
performance of your new GruppeM 
intake system. 
Thank you for your support and 
choosing GruppeM.

The wiring harness passes under 
indentation in the lower part of 
the filter case.

Intake assembly is installed and suction 
hose contacted using band fasteners. 

Please bolt brace (0076B) with the 
factory bolt. (see picture for details). 

Please bolt brace (0076B) with the 
factory bolt. (see picture for details). 

Assemble the filter, chamber case and 
filter using the supplied large v clamp.
 (see parts list).

Assembly 

Remove original air duct and MAF sensor 
need to be removed from factory intake.

Remove all bumper screws and clips are 
removed (upper surface, the under surface 
and fender well. The cover indicated by the 
arrow is also removed.

Remove the hook from the bumper. 
See picture for details.

To prevent washer fluid leakage please lift 
reservoir hose and temporary fasten higher 
than that of the reservoir itself. 

brace(T0303)

U bracket
clip nutx1

Unclip MAF/Air Sensor wiring and 
remove the entire air cleaner assembly.

air duct is also removed

air mass sensor

AIR

Install brace (0076B) on filter case 
using bolt A.

brace(0076B)If only a right-hand side grill is removed, a product can be installed 
without removing a bumper.

CAUTION

Thank you for buying the GruppeM Ram Air System
Before installation, verify that you have all of the parts in the Parts 
List on the right.

• Please read the entire instruction manual before proceeding. 
• Ensure you have all necessary tools before proceeding.
• Do not attempt to work on your vehicle when the engine is hot.
• Disconnect the negative battery terminal before proceeding.
• Retain factory parts and our installation manual for future use.
• GruppeM Inc. will not be held responsible for installations to 
   any motor vehicle model other than the one specified.

BMW F30/F31  328i & 320i  2.0 turbo [N20B]
F30/F31LCI  318i  1.5 turbo [B38B15A]
F32/F33/F34/F36  428i & 420i 2.0 turbo [N20B]
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3.The area marked in red will be modified for 
fitment. Air tools are required.

4.Use the included rubber and attach by glue 
to the processed area.
We hope you enjoy your GruppeM intake system.

Supplementary Explanation for Applications 
with Sub-Radiator

For this part of the installation. You will be 
using the additional T0303 and 0201C 
braces included in this supplementary kit. 

Please see brace installation photos for 
reference.

additional brace(T0303)

additional brace(0201C)

It installs in the inside of the radiator as 
shown in the picture using the original 
screw. 

The completed installation is shown here.

The brace T0303 
which is attached 
to the kit from the first

Supplementary explanation for M-sports

bolt A 
x2

nut
x2

brace(T0303)
x1

brace(0201C)
x1

2.To prevent interference and rubbing with the 
sub-radiator hose. Please process (cut area) 
described in step 3.

1.The carbon case will have to be processed for 
proper clearance and installation. This is due 
to the different layout of some BMW’s. 
Damage to the carbon case can and will happen 
without proper processing.

F30 328i/428i applications: Please follow the following steps and 
procedures for proper installation. This will protect the case and 
ensure long life and durability of your new GruppeM intake system.

The additional brace set for M-sports
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